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Abstract.

Large cyclonic eddieson the northern edge of the Florida Current

are the dominant

mesoscale features

within

the southern

Straits

of Florida.

The

most prominent of these features is a quasi-stationary eddy that forms near the
Dry Tortugas. Our observations,compiled from 3 years of advancedvery high
resolution radiometer measurementsin the Straits of Florida and Gulf of Mexico,
demonstratea strong relationshipbetweenthe generationof anticyclonicringsfrom
the Gulf of Mexico Loop Current and the evolution of Tortugas eddieswithin the
southernStraits of Florida. In six cases,Tortugaseddiesevolvefrom cyclonicfrontal
eddies which form along the boundary of the Loop Current. The eddies remain
stationary near the Dry Tortugas until they are impacted by an approachingLoop
Current frontal eddy. The length of time an eddy spendsnear the Dry Tortugas
is increasedwhen the Loop Current shedsan anticyclonicring. The involvement
of a Loop Current frontal eddy in the ring-sheddingprocessresults in a delay in
its, and hencethe Tortugas eddy's, downstreampropagation. Results suggestthat
the lifetime of a Tortugas eddy can be as long as 140 days when a ring-shedding
event occurs,or as short as 50 days in the absenceof any ring-shedding events.
Upon entering the Straits of Florida, the Tortugas eddies are deformed by the
narrowingtopographyand shrink to approximately55% of their original size as
they propagateddownstream. The shrinkingof these eddiesis accompaniedby an

acceleratedtranslationfrom 5 km/d in the westernStraits of Florida to 16 km/d in
the east.

1.

tied between

Introduction

The Straits of Florida is a narrow channel between
the Florida Peninsula and Cuba in which circulation

the coast and a meander

in the current.

These features have been referred to as Tortugas gyres
in the literature, after the Dry Tortugas region where

they are believedto form (Figure2). In this studywe
is dominatedby the Florida Current (Figure 1). The refer to the Tortugas gyres as Tortugas eddiesto renorthernedgeof the Florida Current, closeto the Florida flect their transient nature and upstream genesis.The
Keys, is host to an ensembleof cycloniceddiesranging
from 15 to 200 km in diameter and lasting from days

to months[Lee,1975;Lee and Mayer, 1977;Lee et al.,
1992, 1995]. Large cycloniceddieswith diametersof
100- 200 km have been identified as dominant features
in the circulation within the southern Straits of Florida

eddiesremain stationary for up to 100 days, and their
longevity,coupledwith other climatologicalfactors in
the Straits of Florida, maintains a larval retention zone

near the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary[Lee
et al., 1992; 1995]. The cycloniccirculation,between
the coast and a swift boundary current, combinedwith

[Leeet al., 1992,1995].The eddiespropagate
alongthe prevailingdownwellingfavorablewindscreatesa region
northernboundaryof the Florida Current (FC), nes- of enhancedsurfaceconvergenceand may help to recruit fish and lobster larvae as well as concentrate
Copyright1998 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
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man-

inducedpollutantstransportedby the FC [Lee et al.,
1992]. Thesecyclonicfeatureshavebeenobservedby
many investigatorsover the past 10 years,and several
24,759
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Figure 1. Bathymetryof the easternGulf of Mexicoand Straitsof Florida.

hypothesesabout their formation and evolution have
been proposed. Our results, basedprimarily on satellite measurements,provide new information about the
formation, evolution, and translation of these features.
Specifically,the data suggestthat the Tortugaseddies
evolvefrom cyclonicfrontal eddieswhichform alongthe
edgeof the Loop Current (LC) in the Gulf of Mexico.
Here we describethe evolutionof six Tortugas eddies
over a 3-year period spanning 1993 through 1996, using daily sea surfacetemperaturefields derivedfrom

26øN

advancedvery high resolutionradiometer(AVHRR)
satellite data.
Dry
Tortugas

Satellite observations are combined with

in situ observations from a moored acoustic Doppler

current profiler near the 200 m isobath in the southern Straits of Florida (SSF). All six eddieswereinfluencedby mesoscalevariability associatedwith the surroundingcurrent systems.Each of the Tortugaseddies
evolvedfrom LC cold perturbationslike thosedescribed

24'N

by earlierinvestigators
[e.g.,Vukovich
et el., 1979].The
meandercrestdescribedby Lee et el. [1995],whichis
responsiblefor prompting the initial movementof the
stationaryTortugaseddiesinto the SSF, is identifiedin
Figure 2. Coastline-following
coordinatesystem. all six casesas the leadingedgeof a new Tortugaseddy
The location of a bottom-mounted 300 kHz acoustic propagatinginto the SSF alongthe LC.
Following,we providebackgroundinformationon the
Dopplercurrentprofiler(ADCP) is markedby the tricirculation of the Gulf of Mexico and SSF. In section 3,
angle.
84'W

82'W

80'W
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we discussthe processingof the AVHRR and in situ ern Gulf of Mexico, even after the ring has separated.
measurements.In section4, patterns of eddy evolution The northward penetration of the LC has significant
and eddy interactions within the Gulf of Mexico and year-to-year variability with a mean period around 8.5
Straits of Florida

are identified and the kinematics of

the eddiesare quantified. Finally, a discussionof results
follows in section 5.

2. Background
Flow

in the eastern

Gulf

of Mexico

months[Sturges,1992].
Early observationalprograms in the Gulf of Mexico were primarily focused on quantifying the cycle
of northward penetration and anticyclonicring shedding by the LC. However, observationsrevealed a wide
range of smaller-scale features that were related to the

and southern

large-scaleprocesses.For instance,Leipper[1970]inStraits of Florida is constrainedby the straits' configu- vestigatedcurrent patterns in the northeastern Gulf of
ration and by two broad shallowshelves,the Campeche Mexico and found meandersand eddieslocated along
Bank and the west Florida Shelf (Figure 1). The the northern and eastern edgesof the LC. This led to
CampecheBank extendsapproximately 280 km north of the first evidencethat anticyclonicring sheddingmay
the Yucatan Peninsula,bounding the flow entering the be preceded by the westward propagation of cyclonic
Gulf of Mexico through the Yucatan Channel. Like- eddiesacrossthe Yucatan Channel [Cochrane,1972].
wise, the west Florida Shelf steers the flow along the Severalinvestigatorshave presentedhydrographicdata
west coast of Florida. Both shelvesare clearly marked showinga closedcyclonicfeature near the Dry Tortugas,
by steep escarpmentson their seawardedge, plunging whichoccasionallyappearsduring ring separationin the
to depthsbeyond 3000 m in the central Gulf of Mexico. LC [Nowlinand McLellan,1967;Molinari, 1977]. The
Sill depths in the Yucatan Channel, the channel con- dynamicheightmapsof Ichiyeet al. [1973]in the northnecting the Caribbean with the Gulf of Mexico, reach easterngulf showevidenceof cycloniceddiesembedded
approximately 2000 m. The SSF is bounded on the in the edgeof the LC just north of the CampecheBank.
north by the Florida Keys and on the south by the No mention of the eddies is made by the authors, but
coast of Cuba. A shallow coral bank, Cay Sal Bank, they appear to have rough diameters of 50-100 km.
is positioned where the channel and Florida coastline
Curiously, although the Gulf of Mexico and SSF
make a turn toward the north and is separated from are geographicallyand dynamically connectedby the
the island of Cuba by the Nicholas Channel and from LC, previousstudiesconcerningthe mesoscale
variabilthe Bahamas by the Santaren Channel. The width of ity associated with each have remained independent.
the SSF decreases from 150 km at the western entrance

The most comprehensivestudies of LC frontal eddies

to approximately 85 km near Cay Sal Bank, while water
depths decreasefrom 2000 m at the western entrance

(LCFEs)and perturbations
tookplacein the late 1970s
to early 1980swith the studiesof Maul [1977],Vukovich
et al. [1979],Paluszkiewiczand Atkinson[1983],and
Vukovichand Maul [1985]. Vukovichand Maul [1985],

to 800 m in the east.

Circulation

in the eastern

Gulf

of Mexico

is domi-

nated by the LC, a portion of the Gulf Stream system
that closesthe subtropical gyre in the north Atlantic.
Warm water flowsfrom the Caribbean through the Yucatan Channel where it is called the Yucatan Current,
loopsanticyclonicallythrough the northeasternGulf of
Mexico, and exits through the SSF where it becomes
the FC. The LC penetrates into the northeastern Gulf
of Mexico to varying degreesthroughout the year, and
occasionallyan anticyclonicring will separatefrom the

combiningmore than 10 years of satellite infrared data
and several years of coincident hydrographic measurements, identifiedlarge cold perturbations on the northern extreme of the LC that moved southward along
the LC boundary, adjacent to the west Florida Shelf.
These meanders eventually grew into stationary meanders with closed cyclonic streamlines and cold cores
near the Dry Tortugas. Upon reaching the SSF, they
were observedin one of two possibleconfigurations:A
large southwestwardoriented protrusion of cold water

current [Leipper,1970; Maul, 1977; Muller-Karger et
al., 1991; Sturges,1992]. Typically, ring separation nearthe Dry Tortugas[e.g.,Maul et al., 1984]or a cold
causesan abrupt southward retreat of the northern LC tongue,boundedto the west by the southwardflowing
boundary and, consequently,the establishmentof direct LC and to the east by a ridge of warm water extending
flowbetweenthe YucatanChanneland the SSF [Leip- overthe westFlorida Shelfto as far north as 26øN [cf.
per, 1970; Ichiye et al., 1973; Hurlbutt and Thompson, Vukovichand Maul, 1985, Figure 2a]. The cold tongue
1980; Muller-Karger et al., 1991]. After a ring sepa- and the cold meander events observedby Vukovich et
rates, the LC may take several months to reestablish ,1. [1•7•], :U,•l •t ,1. [•84], •nd V•ov•ch •
•4•,
its anticyclonic circulation in the northeastern Gulf of [1985]alwaysdisplayedthe signatures
of closedcyclonic
Mexico. However, occasionally,anticyclonicrings with
diameters less than 250 km separate from the LC and
do not producea significantchangein the northern po-

sition of the LC boundary [Vukovich,1995]. In this

circulation. Geostrophicestimatesof velocitieswithin
the LCFEs exceeded100 cm/s on the LC side of the
features where horizontal density gradients were maximized, while velocitiesreached20 cm/s over the west

scenario,the current still penetrates into the northeast-

Florida Shelf. Diameters varied from 80 to 120 km, and

24,762
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subsurface
signaturesextendedto 1000m [ Vukovichand culationof FC water near Key West during a 1-mont'
Maul, 1985]. Surprisingly,in 10 yearsof observations,period of dropsondemeasurementsin 1972. Throughthe featureswereneverobservedmovinginto the SSF. out this 1-month period, they observedthat the axis of
Oncethe perturbationsreachedthe Dry Tortugas,they the FC remained approximately 80 km offshorewhile a
either dissipatedor grew westward,acrossthe width of persistent countercurrent was present nearshore.
Lee et al. [1992]werethe first to launchan in-depth
the LC. Vukovichand Maul [1985]postulatedthat dissipationof LCFEs may involvekinetic energytransfer study of the circulation patterns within the SSF with
to the meanflow, similar to the behaviorof spin-off ed- emphasisplaced on the recirculatingfeaturesreported
diesdescribedby Lee [1975]in the northernStraits of by previousinvestigators.Participantsin the Southeast
Florida. The lack of prior observations
of suchpropaga- Florida and CaribbeanRecruitment(SEFCAR) study
tions may be an artifact due to aliasingof an imperfect beganmonitoringthe circulationoffshoreof the Florida
sea surfacetemperature time seriesderived from early Keys in 1989 with moorings,hydrography,drifters, and
satellite images.
infraredsatellitedata. Lee et al. [1992]reportedobserIn a subsequent
study, Vukovich
[1988a]useda wave- vationsof a cold, cyclonicgyre located over the Pourtales Terrace, thus named the Pourtales Gym. They
postulatedthat the gyre was causedby the offshoremeLCFEs. Perturbationsalong the northward flowing anderingin the FC in the vicinity of the PourtalesTerlimb of the LC were20-30 km near 25øNand grew to 90 race and, as a result, the enhanced cyclonic vorticity
km near 27oN, suggestingthat perturbationsgenerated input to the system where the channel curvestoward
at or entering through the Yucatan Channel grow as the north. Circulation velocitieswithin the gyre ranged
they propagatetoward the northern sectionof the LC. from 20 to 50 cm/s, and upwellingvelocitiesin the censtaff technique on 5 years of infrared satellite data to
quantify the boundary variations associatedwith the

The eddiesobservedby Maul et al.. [1974]and Maul ter (2 m/d) causeda 50- to 75-m upliftingof colder
Lee et al. [1995]
[1977],proposedto be generatedby shearinstabilities, watersontothe terrace. Subsequently,
andby Cochrane[1965],proposedto be a resultof topo- concludedthat the Pourtales Gyre is a late stage in
graphicvortex generation,were all of the order of 10-20 the evolutionof larger features that form near the Dry
km. Two-layer model experimentsgeneratedcyclonic Tortugas, Tortugas eddies.
eddiesdownstreamof the Yucatan Channel, east of the
Tortugaseddieshaveonlybeenobserved
duringperi-

CampecheBank [Hurlbutt, 1986]. The model eddies odswhenthe LC penetratesinto the northeastern
Gulf
of Mexico. Thereforeit is anticipatedthat the life cycle
of the steeptopographyof CampecheBank [Hurlbutt, of Tortugaseddiesis affectedby the variabilityasso1986].
ciated with anticyclonicring sheddingby the LC. Lee
were generatedby baroclinicinstabilitiesin the vicinity

To summarize, cycloniceddiesare commonalong the
outer LC boundary, and observationshave suggested
that they may be important in the LC anticyclonicringsheddingprocess.Model studiesand observations
suggestthat theseLCFEs form alongthe northwardflowing
branch of the LC and grow in an unstablemanner as
they propagate downstream. There are no prior published reports suggestingthat these eddiespropagate
into the SSE upon reachingthe Dry Tortugas.
Downstream in the SSE, flow variability is dominated
by the cross-streammeanderingof the F'G axis which

falls within a broad,30- to 70-daybandin the SSF [Lee
e! al., 1995]. Currentoscillations
at the shelfbreak,producedby the meanderingof the EC, are associatedwi•h
a myriad of cycloniceddiesfound on the northern edge
of the FC. The relatively long-period meandersin the
EC axis are associatedwith the passageof large cyclonic
eddieshaving diametersof 100-200km. Thesefeatures
originate near the Dry Tortugas, near the southwest
edgeof the west Elorida Shelf, and propagateeastward
into the SSF. Chew[1974]reportedlargeoffshoreshifts

et al. [1995]proposed
that Tortugaseddiesareformed
whentheLC, flowingsouthalongthewestFloridaShelf,
overshoots the entrance to the Straits of Florida before

turningcyclonicallyinto the channel. During the period followingthe separationof an anticyclonicLC ring,
when the northern boundary of the LC hasretreated to-

ward the south, Lee et al. [1995]did not observeany
Tortugaseddieswithin the SSF. They concludedthat
the orientationof the LC entering the SSF the meandersin the FC axis,and the curvatureof the topography
at the western entrance to the SSF, contribute to the

generationof Tortugaseddiesnear the Dry Tortugas.

Leeet al. [1995]suggested
that theLCFEsobserved
by
Vukovich
and Maul [1985]may providean additional

sourceof cyclonicvorticity to the eddiesnear the Dry
Tortugas;however,no direct evidenceof this process
was presented. The Tortugas eddiesobservedby Lee
et al. [1995]wereellipticalwith alongshore
diameters
reaching180 km and cross-shorelengthsreaching100
km. The eddies persistednear the Dry Tortugas for
of the FC axis associated with fluctuations in the LC
approximately100 days until an approachingmeander
upstream. Using hydrographicdata and drifter trajec- crestin the LC prompteda 5 km/d (6 cm/s) translation
of flow
tories,he providedevidencefor a largeeddy-like feature downstream[Leeet al., 1995]. The convergence
nestled inshore of a meander in the FC. Later, Brooks near Cay Sal Bank typicallyshearedthem apart [Leeet
aridNiiler [1975]reportedthe presence
of cyclonicrecir- al., 1995].
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Data

The SST observations

Sources
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were used to locate the FC

front and the LC front and to track the position, size,
The primary data sourcefor this study is sea surface and shapeof cycloniceddiesflankingthesecurrents. Ertemperature(SST) observations
derivedfrom the ad- rorsin derivedSST valuesvary regionallybut havebeen
vanced very high resolution radiometer, an infrared ra- estimatedat 0.6øC [McClain et al., 1985]. This study
diometer flown on National Oceanic and Atmospheric emphasizespattern recognition in SST fields rather

Administration(NOAA) polar-orbitingsatellites. In-

than the quantitative use of absolute SST values, and
the AVHRR is highly sensitiveto relative differencesin
standingof oceanicsystemsby providingsynoptic-scale SST. A frontal position, identified with AVHRR meapictures of SST patterns which are the signaturesof surements, is based on temperature differencesin the
mesoscaleoceanicfeatures. A full descriptionof the al- upper few millimeters of the ocean surface, whereas
gorithms used to calculate SST from infrared data is the same frontal position identified with hydrography
givenby McClain ½tal. [1985]. Difficultiesarisewhen is based on horizontal temperature differencesdeeper
the atmosphereis cloudy or contains high concentra- in the watercolumn.Paluszkiewicz
andAtkinson[1983]
tions of water vapor as the infrared signal emitted by found a 5-to 15-kin disagreementbetweenfrontal posithe sea surfaceis attenuated by atmosphericabsorption tions identified with AVHRR data and those identified
[May et al., 1993]. In the SSF and the Gulf of Mexico, using hydrographicdata for the LC.
frared

satellite

observations

have enhanced

the sea surface becomes isothermal

our under-

in the summer

due

to increasedheating [May et al., 1993]. This causes
difficulties in detecting gradients in SST and renders
AVHRR data lessusefulduringsummermonths(typically June through September[Muller-Karger et al.,
1991].

Participantsin the SEFCAR program (1989-1995)
maintained current meter and acousticDoppler current

profiler(ADCP) mooringsat severallocationsalongthe

shelf,in addition to conductinghydrographicsurveysin
the SSF. All the current meter mooringswere deployed
at or shoreward of the 30-m isobath. As a result, the
Infrared observations were collected for the period velocity measurementsrepresent a combinedresponse
July 1993 through July 1996. The measurementsen- to forcing mechanismson a variety of timescales.This
compassthe area 79øW to 84øW and 22.75øN to 27.75øN makes it difficult to isolate the variability associated
at approximatelyi km resolution(Figure 2). As this with the passageof Tortugas eddiesfrom that associstudy progressed,it wasevident that information about ated with wind events and tides. SEFCAR also mainthe circulation
in the Gulf of Mexico was essential to
tained a bottom-mounted ADCP mooring near Looe
understandingthe evolution of Tortugas eddiesin the Key Reef that was positionedin deeper water, near the
SSF. Frontal analysis maps produced by NOAA ana- 150-misobath(Figure2). Variabilityat thissiteis domlysts for the Gulf of Mexico and Straits of Florida were inated by large onshore-offshoreshifts in the FC axis
obtained for the period July 1993 through June 1995. due to the passageof Tortugas eddies.
The charts identify dominant fronts and features from
compositesof AVHRR data and are used to provide in- 4. Results
formation

about

the circulation

in the Gulf

of Mexico.

AVHRR measurementscollected by the University of
South Florida

for the Gulf of Mexico

are used to iden-

tify fronts and featuresduring July 1995 through July

An eddy is defined in the SST observationsby a
cooler water mass embedded in the northern edge of

the warmer FC (Plate 1). When a Tortugaseddy is

present, the FC meandersoffshoreto the southwestof
In order to enhancethe existinggradientsin the SST the eddy and returns to hug the coastline to the east
fields, the data were subjectedto a seriesof processing of the eddy. Often, streamersof warm water from the
steps. First, clouds were identified and flagged using FC are pulled around the northern edge of the eddy,
a combination of spatial homogeneitytests and SST clearly tracing the cycloniccirculation within the feathresholds.Second,the imageswere examinedfor par- ture. Therefore large changesin the position of the
tial coverageresulting from being on the edge of the FC front are good indicatorsof the passageof a Torscan of the satellite and for distortion during satellite tugaseddy. Vukovichand Maul [1985]and Vukovich
passeswith wide scanangles. The polar-orbiting satel- [1988a,b] monitoredthe evolutionof LCFEs by quantilites provided up to two passesper day, per satellite. fying perturbationsalongthe boundaryof the LC, and
During the study period there were at least two opera- we employa similar method to monitor the evolutionof
tional satellitesat all times, providingup to four passes Tortugas eddies. A coast-followingcoordinatesystem
per day. With a few exceptions,during most summer was chosenwith 17 wave staffs oriented perpendicular
1996.

months(June- September)Tortugaseddieswereunde- to the coastlinein the SSF (Figure2). The locationof
tectable in the SST observations. The final processed the northern edgeof the FC front was recorded,whendata included1898 images,correspondingto wintertime ever detectable,along each staff in the coordinatesysobservationsbetween the months of October and May,
which were used to identify and track oceanic features
such as Tortugas eddies.

tem for each SST snapshot. The front was identified
by visually locating the maximum gradient in temperature along a staff. The time seriesof FC positions
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Plate 1. Seasurfacetemperature(SST) for March 23, 1995,derivedfrom advancedvery high
resolutionradiometer(AVHRR) measurements.
Coolertemperaturesare represented
by shades
of blue and green, while warmer temperaturesare representedby shadesof orangesand reds, as
depicted by the color scale. Clouds in the domain are representedby gray patches. A Tortugas

eddy is locatednear 83øW, as evidencedby the cooler(green)surfacewatersnorth of the meanderin the warmer(orange)Florida Current (FC). Streamersof warm FC water are advected
cyclonically into the interior of the eddy.

along each staff were used to derive variousquantities

the time frame

that describe the first-order

herein were observed in the SSF. For convenience, we

characteristics

of the eddies

in which each of the six eddies discussed

as they propagatedthrough the SSF. These quantities refer to specificeddiesin the text accordingto the eddy
included translation speed, along-channeland cross- number assignedin the first column of Table 1.
channel sizes,and eddy frequencyand duration. LimiAll six of the Tortugas eddiesthat were tracked using
tations exist due to the spatial and temporal disconti- the SST observationsremained stationary near the ennuities inherent in the SST fields due to cloud cover and
trance to the SSF until they were impacted by a LCFE.
undetectablegradientsduring summermonths. Exami- However, two distinct circulation patterns were recurnation of the entire 3-year record of SST fields revealed rent in the Gulf of Mexico, which had an effect on
the evolutionof 11 Tortugas eddies. However,the de- the continuedevolutionof the Tortugaseddies. Each
tailed evolution of only six of these eddies is described modeinvolveda differentphasein the anticyclonic
ringhere. The remaining five eddies were not examined, sheddingcycle by the LC and is summarizedby the
as the quality of the data was not consistentlyclear schematicillustrationin Figure3. The first beginswith
enoughin order to detail their evolution. Table 1 shows a stationaryTortugaseddy near the Dry Tortugas. In

FRATANTONI ET AL.: TORTUGAS EDDIES IN THE STRAITS OF FLORIDA
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Table 1. Time framesfor TortugasEddiesObservedin the Straitsof Floridaas InferredFromAdvancedVery

High ResolutionRadiometer Data
Eddy

I
2
3
4
5
6

Mode

First
detected

First
Movement

Stationary
Time, days

Last
Detected

Total
Duration, days

I
I
2
I
I
2

Jan. 11, 1994
March 3, 1994
Jan. 24, 1995
Nov. 8, 1995
Dec. 17, 1995
Jan. 14, 1996

Feb. 6, 1994
March 15, 1994
April 23, 1995
Nov. 28, 1995
Jan. 11, 1996
May 13, 1996

27
12
90
20
26
121

March 18, 1994
April 24, 1994
May 8, 1995
Jan. 9, 1996
Feb. 7, 1996
May 31, 1996

67
53
105
63
53
140

Thequantities
reported
foreacheddyarerepresentative
of(1) theevolutionary
mode,described
in section
4; (2) thedate

wheneacheddywasdetectednearthe Dry Tortugas,(3) the dateof firstmovement
into the southern
Straitsof Florida

(SSF);(4) the totaltimethat eacheddyremained
stationary
neartheDry Tortugas;
(5) thedatewheneachTortugas
eddywaslast detectednearCay SalBank;and (6) the eddy'stotal residence
time in the SSF.

this case, a cyclonic LCFE comparable in size to the
Tortugas eddy approachesfrom the north. The mean-

4.1.

der crestprecedingthe LCFE forcesthe Tortugaseddy
into the SSF. Upon enteringthe SSF, the Tortugaseddy
translatesdownstream,graduallyshrinkingin sizeas it
entersthe narrow channel. This scenariocloselyresembles the observations
of Lee et al. [1995]and is the

Fourof the six Tortugaseddiesobserved
in thisstudy
are classifiedas mode i eddies: eddies1, 2, 4, and 5

most common scenario representedin these SST obser-

vations. The secondmode involvesthe sheddingof a
small anticyclonicring by the LC. Here, the LCFE previously responsiblefor forcing the Tortugas eddy into
the SSF never reachesthe Dry Tortugas. Instead, the
propagationof the LCFE is sloweddue to the separation
of an anticyclonicring from the LC. It is important to
note that the ring is sufficientlysmall to preventa large
southwarddisplacementof the LC boundary. Therefore
the stationaryTortugaseddy survivesthe ring separation, supported by the cyclonic flow curvature at the
entranceto the SSF. In this scenario,the Tortugaseddy
remainsnear the Dry Tortugasuntil a secondLCFE approachesalong the LC boundary. This LCFE forcesthe
Tortugaseddy into the SSF where, like the first case,it
translatesdownstream,graduallyshrinkingin sizeas it
enters the narrow

channel.

In the followingsectionswe describeboth modesin
more detail as they correspondto the continual evolu-

Mode

I

(Table 1). The satelliteanalysischartsproducedby
NOAA analystshavebeen redrawnto depictthe position of the LC and FC fronts (Figure 4a). Figure 4a
containsweeklysnapshotsspanningthe period January
20 through April 21, 1994. Eddy i was located near
the Dry Tortugas on January 20, the first panel in Figure 4a. The Tortugas eddy is defined on its seaward
side by the offshoremeander in the LC as it enters the
SSF. Filaments of FC water advectedwestward,along
the north side of the eddy, are evidenceof the cyclonic
circulation

within

the feature.

This

effect is well illus-

trated on February 10, 1994. Here a filament of FC
water has been cyclonically wrapped into the core of
the eddy. Eddy i remained stationary near the Dry

Tortugasuntil mid-February. At this time, a LCFE of
comparable size approached from the north and forced
the Tortugas eddy into the SSF. As eddy i entered the
SSF, it began to shrink, as indicated by the decreasing
meander amplitude in the FC. Meanwhile, the LCFE
had replaced eddy i near the Dry Tortugas to become

eddy2 (Table 1). The evolutionof eddies4 and 5 was

tion of the six eddies identified in the SST observations.

similar to that of eddy 1. The LCFE that displaced
eddy 4 into the SSF became stationary eddy 5. Simi-

For convenience,
eddiesthat wereobservedduringmode

larly, a LCFE replacededdy5 (data not shown).

1 circulation

conditions are referred to as mode i eddies

Eddy 2 was influenced by mode i circulation patterns throughoutmost of its lifetime. Eddy 2 initially
lation pattern has been identified in previous observa- appearedas a LCFE, forcing eddy i into the SSF and
tions in which a large anticyclonicring separatesfrom remaining stationary near the Dry Tortugas on Februthe LC, causingthe LC to retreat toward the Yucatan ary 24, 1994 (Figure 4a). On March 3, a LCFE was
Channel[Vukovich,1988a].The subsequent
absenceof visible on the northern limb of the LC, and by March
the Loop Current inhibits the formation of a new Tor- 31 it had begun to push eddy 2 into the SSF. Howtugaseddy [Leeet al., 1995]. Eachof the anticyclonic ever, after eddy 2 began its translation, the LC bent
LC ringsthat wasshedduring the 3-year AVHRR mea- westwardand the meander surroundingthe LCFE am-

while all others are called mode 2 eddies. A third circu-

surement period was relatively small. This casewill not
be discussedhere, as it was not observedin these SST

plifiedacrossthe neckof the LC. Simultaneously
(April
7), a tongueof warmwaterformedoverthe westFlorida

observations.

Shelf in a configuration similar to that describedby
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Figure 3. Schematics
of the twocirculationpatternscommonin the AVHRR observations.
Lines
drawnare representative
of the positionof the LoopCurrent (LC) and Florida Current (FC).
The positionsof cyclonicLoopCurrentfrontaleddies(LCFEs),Tortugaseddies,andanticyclonic
rings are labeled.

Vukovichand Maul [1985]. In this flow configuration, with the positionof the FC front. The line drawingsdepart of the southward flowing LC recirculatesaround pict the grosspositionof the FC front aswell as smaller-the LCFE over the west Florida Shelf while the remainscaleperturbationsalong its boundary. A sampleof
der of the flowis directedinto the SSF [Vukovichand the frontal charts is presentedfor eddy 1 to illustrate

Maul, 1985].The studiesof Vukovich
andMaul [1985] the evolutionof mode1 eddieswithin the SSF (Figshowedthat this cold-tongueflow configurationoften ure 4b). On February7, eddy 1 waspositionednearthe
leads to anticyclonicring separation. By this time of Dry Tortugas and the FC flowed closeto the northern
the year, the seasurfacehad becomeisothermal,and it coastof Cuba. Finger-likeintrusionsare presentin the
is unclearfromthe SST fieldswhethera ring-shedding frontal tracing, indicativeof the cycloniccirculationin
eventensued.However,satellitealtimeterdata suggest the eddy. As the eddy beganto translatedownstream,
that an anticycloneformedapproximately2 weekslater it shrunk considerablyuntil it reached the northward
(datanot shown).
bendin the SSF. There wasno recognizable
signature
Frontaltracingsweregeneratedfrom the high-resolu- of eddy 1 in the surfacetemperatureby March 22, indition SST observations
within the SSF.The tracingsde- cating that the feature had been shearedapart within
pict the locationof the high SST gradientsassociated the narrowingchannel.
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24 Feb, 1994
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31 Mar, 1994

27 Jan, 1994

3 Mar, 1994

7Apr, 1994

3 Feb, 1994

10 Mar, 1994

14Apr, 1994

10 Feb, 1994

17 Mar, 1994

21 Apr, 1994

17 Feb, 1994

24 Mar, 1994

Figure 4a. Frontaltracings
redrawn
fromNationalOceanic
andAtmospheric
Administration
analyses
fortheperiodJanuary
20,1994through
April21, 1994.Tracings
depictthelocation
of
thehighSSTgradients
associated
with the positionof the LC andFC.

The detailed evolution of eddy 2 is illustrated in Fig- boundary overlays similarly shaped topography near
ure 5. On April 5, 1994, eddy 2 beganpropagatinginto the southwestcorner of the west Florida Shelf (Figthe SSF. The meander crest ChaCprompted its move- ure 1). IC is possiblethaCbecausethe meandercrest
was trapped over the west Florida Shelf in the form of
and by April 13 a sharp corner (highlightedwith an a warm tongue, the Tortugas eddy was unable Cotransarrow in Figure 5) had formedin the frontal bound- lace coherenClyinto the SSF and the direct, swift flow
ary. The location of the sharp corner in the frontal of the FC dissipatedthe eddy through shear stresses.

ment extended well Co the north of the Florida Keys,
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ter described
by Vt&ovichandMaul [1985],whichis fre-

8O

1

quently observednear the Dry Tortugas. By February
9, a LCFE was positioned along the northern limb of
the LC, which was tilted toward the west away from

7 February, 1994

25

the westFloridaShelf(Figure6a). Meanwhile,eddy 3
remainednear the Dry Tortugas, its sizeand shapecontinually changingdue to the passageof smaller frontal

24

eddies. It is difficult

to determine

from the surface tem-

perature signature whether these smaller eddies were
23
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Figure 4b. Frontaltracingsderivedfrom the SST

fieldsin the southernStraitsof Florida (SSF) for the
periodspanning
the propagation
of Tortugaseddy1.

25

3 April, 1994

24 April, 1994

24

4.2.

Mode

2

Eddies 3 and 6 were mode 2 eddies. The frontal anal-

yses redrawn in Figure 6a illustrate the evolution of
eddy 3. On January 24, 1995, eddy 3 was located near
the Dry Tortugas. The axis of the eddy was oriented
from northeast to southwest,as indicated by the large
meanderin the LC front. This configurationresembles
the largesouthwestward
orientedprotrusionof coldwa-

23

Figure 5. Frontaltracingsderivedfrom the SST fields
in the SSF for the period spanningthe propagationof
Tortugaseddy 2. The arrow pointsto the sharpcorner
in the front that formed on April, 13.
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11 May, 1995

2 Mar, 1995

9 Mar, 1995

24,769

13 Apr, 1995

9 Feb, 1995

16 Mar, 1995

20Apr, 1995

16 Feb, 1995

23 Mar, 1995

27Apr, 1995

18 May,1995

Figure 6a. Asin Figure4a,butfortheperiodJanuary
24, 1995,through
May25, 1995.The
positionof the cyclonicLCFE, discussed
in text, is labeled.

propagating
aroundthe peripheryof the Tortugaseddy southwardflowinglimb of the LC. However,insteadof
downstream,
it beganto enlargewestward,
or whether the smaller eddieswere coalescingwith the continuing
slicing
across
the
width
of
the LC. By March23, 1995,
largereddy,resultingin theformationoffilamentsalong
the
surface
signature
of
an
anticyclonic
ring appeared,
the edgesof the largervortex.The overalleffectwasto
from the LC. The filalter the sizeand shapeof the Tortugaseddy but not to indicatingthat it had separated
promptdownstream
translation.By February23, the amentsthat appear along the northwestedge of the
LCFE had propagatedapproximatelyhalfwaydownthe anticyclonicring suggestthat the smallerLCFE may
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Figure 6b. Frontal tracingsderivedfrom AVHRR data collectedby the Universityof South
Florida for the period January 17, 1996, through May 27, 1996.

be orbiting the larger anticyclone. A similar cycle of
deformation

and filament

formation

has been observed

in Gulf Streamrings [Hookerand Brown, 1994]. It is
important to note that the anticyclonicLC ring was relatively small, approximately 250 km in diameter, and
thereforeits separationdid not causea completesouthward retreat of the LC. The northern boundary of the
LC was still located north of 25øN, thereby preserv-

ing eddy 3 throughoutthe ring-sheddingprocess.The
separatedring appears to prevent subsequentLCFEs
from translatinginto the Dry Tortugasregionand forcing eddy 3 into the SSF. It is possiblethat the LCFEs
were unable to survive the cyclonicshear region maintained betweenthe lingeringanticycloneand the LC to
the south. As a result, the residencetime of eddy 3
near the Dry Tortugas approached90 days. On April
13, the anticycloneappearedto partially reattach itself
to the LC, and a week later a smaller ring separated
from the current. By April 27, there was evidencethat

eddy 3 had propagatedinto the SSF. By the end of the
sequence,a large warm tongue of LC water extended
overthe westFlorida Shelfsimilar to the configuration

observedby Vukovichand Maul [1985].
Similar frontal tracingswere usedto investigatethe
evolutionof eddy6 (Figure6b). On January17, 1996,
eddy 6 forcededdy 5 into the SSF and remained near the

Dry Tortugas. By January 27, a LCFE appearedalong
the northern boundary of the LC while a secondLCFE

foliowedclosebehind. Twenty dayslater, the largerperturbation in the northern LC boundary suggeststhat
the two LCFEs had coalescedin the north. Meanwhile,
a large LCFE had developednear the Yucatan Channel (February16) and begunto propagatedownstream
along the northward flowing limb of the LC. With the
convergenceof these two features, a small anticyclonic
ring separatedfrom the LC. As in the above scenario,
the anticyclonic ring was sufficiently small to prevent
a significantsouthwardshift in the LC boundary,and
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Figure 7. Along-channel
(thin line)andcross-channel
(thickline)dimensions
of thesixTortugas
eddies as a function of staff number. The cross-channel width of the eddies is defined by the

offshoredisplacementof the front measuredperpendicularto the shoreline. The along-channel
lengthis derivedfrom the total eddy area and the cross-channel
dimension.

eddy6 waspreserved
throughout
the ring-shedding
pro- positionsrecordedalong eachwave staff from the highcess.Eventually,by May 27, a LCFE approached
from resolutionSST observationsin the SSF (Figure 2).
the north and forcededdyfi into the SSF. One notable Changesin the spatial scalesof the eddies were estimated by tracking the along-channeland cross-channel
idencetime near the Dry Tortugas,during whichtime sizesas they evolved(Figure 7). The cross-channel
characteristic of the mode 2 eddies was their long res-

the size and shape of the eddies changed dramatically.
•)nce eddy 3 was forced into the SSF, it took only 2
weeks to reach Cay Sal Bank. Similarly, eddy fi remained stationary for 121 days compared with its 19day propagation through the SSF.

diameter of the eddies, oriented perpendicular to the
coastline,was definedby the offshoremeanderin the FC

4.3.

[1979]concludethat the positionof the Gulf Stream

Kinematic comparisons

frontal boundary. Paluszkiewiczand Atkinson[1983]
found a 5-to 15-kin disagreementbetween LC frontal
positionsidentifiedusingAVHRR data and thoseidentified from hydrographicdata. Halliwell and Mooers

Changesin the size,shape,and speedof the Tortu- could be determined to within 5 km usingAVHRR data
gaseddiesweremonitoredusinga time seriesof frontal under optimum conditions. The error for the cross-
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at 4-5

first six staffs,followedby a gradual decreasethrough
km. Followinga methodsimilar to Vukovich[1988b], the remainderof the SSF. On average,eddiesentering
the area between the FC meander and the coastline was

calculatedand, assumingthe Tortugas eddy is ellipti-

the SSF had a cross-channelwidth of approximately
200 km and an along-channellength of approximately

cal in shape[Leeet al., 1992,1995],the along-channel 115km (Figure7 and Figure8). Thesedimensions
are
dimensionof the eddy was computed. The boundaries comparable
to thosereportedby Vukovich[1988b]who
over which to integratethe frontal curvewereidentified
by the inflection points in the FC front upstream and
downstreamof the eddy. The error associatedwith this
choice,coupled with uncertaintiesin the frontal digitization process,producesa combinederror of approximately 15% in our along-channelcalculations.
The changesin the cross-channelsize of all six Tor-

found that as the LCFEs approachedthe Dry Tortugas, their along-stream to cross-streamsize ratio inverted. Once the eddiesenter the SSF, this ratio is invertedagaindueto the narrowingof the channelsothat

tugaseddiesare remarkablysimilar (Figure 7). The

channel,the largevolumeof the FC constrictsthe crosschannelsizeof the eddies.The averagetotal areaof the
eddiesis greatestnear the entranceof the SSF, immediately after the axis-lengthinversionhas taken place

cross-channeldiameter of all six eddies decreasesexponentially from 200 km near the entrance of the SSF to

the along-channeldimensions
are larger. The width of
the SSF narrowsconsiderably
beginningaround83øW

(staffs4 through8; Figure2). In this portionof the

approximately 50 km near Cay Sal Bank. The alongchanneldimensionsof the eddiesare not as predictable; (Figure 8). By the time the eddiesreachthe narrowhowever,somesalient characteristicsare evident in the est portion of the SSF (north of Cay Sal Bank, near
evolution of the six eddies. The most dominant
charstaff 14; Figure 2), their dimensionshavedecreased
to
acteristic is the increasein along-channel size over the approximately170km and 80 km in the along-channel
and cross-channeldirections,respectively,about 55%

of their originalsize(Figures7 and 8). The steadydecreasein averageeddy area at the surfaceimpliesthat
either the eddiesare continuallylosingmassto the FC
as they propagatedownstreamor that they spin faster
and deepen.Observations
by Lee et al. [1995]did not
showan increasein swirl velocityas the featurespropagate downstream. If we assume that the eddies are
cylindricaland penetrateto a depth of 300 m and that

22O
size

2OO
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theypropagatethroughthe SSFin 38 days(theaverage
propagationtime for modei eddies),then the effective
rate offluidlostby the eddiesastheypropagatethrough
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the SSF is approximately 0.7 Sv.
The eddiesexperiencedchangesin their translation
speedcoincidingwith the changesin eddy shape and
size. Translation speed, defined as the time it takes
for the centerof a Tortugaseddy to advancefrom one
staff to another, was estimated for each of the eddies
as they propagatedthrough the SSF. In order to avoid

spuriouslyhighvelocityestimatesdueto changes
in the
sizeor shapeof the features,velocitieswereonly calcu-

lated betweenstaffsseparated
by at least55 km (i.e.,
skipping
at
least
one
staff).
In
this
way,smalldeforma_
I
tions
in
the
shape
of
a
slowly
moving
eddy had minimal
1.2
"' 100
effecton translationcalculations.Figure 9 showsthe
1.0
80 Mean
cross-shore
R=.99 size
translationspeedof eddiesgroupedby mode(Table1),
60
, I , I , I , I , I , I , I ,
0.8
with error bars representingan estimated 10% uncer0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
tainty in the calculations.Staff 8 arbitrarily separates
Staff
the westernSSFfromthe easternSSF (seeverticalline
Figure 8. (top) Mean Tortugaseddydimensions
cal- in Figure9). Velocitycurvesare incompletefor someof
culated for the ensembleof eddiespresentedin Fig- the eddies due to intermittent cloud cover. Results in'-

,_

140

E

'o

1.4

/

120

i

ure 7.

Error

bars reflect

1 standard

deviation.

Solid

dicate that translation speedsincreasedas all six of the
Tortugas
eddiespropagatedinto the middle SSF. Their
points. (bottom)MeanTortugaseddydimensions
compared with the mean area of the ensembleof eddies as maximum downstreamspeedcoincidedwith the maxia functionof downstream
position(staffnumber).The mum decreasein eddy area, suggestingthat eacheddy
correlation coefficientR is displayedcorrespondingto acceleratedwhile shrinkingwithin the narrowingchaneach polynomial fit.
nel and had greater interactionwith the FC. The mode
lines denote the third order polynomial fit to the mean
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eddies 1 and 2 are not greater than the differencesin
speed among mode 1 eddies. The important result is
that all six of the eddiesappear to acceleratethrough
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the middleSSF.Leeet al. 's[1995]estimateof 5 km/d is
comparableto translation speedsobservedin the western SSF; however, they did not report any downstream
acceleration
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Staff number

in their observations.

The most dominant

correlation

between

the circula-

tion patterns within the Gulf of Mexico and eddy kinematics is found in the longevity of the features. The
lifetimes of each of the six Tortugas eddies are presentedin Figure 10. Tortugas eddies 1, 4, and 5 were
all mode 1 eddies and had residence times in the SSF

of approximately 50-65 days. Through •nost of its life,
eddy 2 behavedlike a mode i eddy, and its life span, 53
days, reflects this similarity. Tortugas eddies3 and 6,
both mode 2 eddies,had much longer residencetimes
of 105-140 days. This analysisseemsto suggestthat
mode i eddiestend to take much longer to propagate
downstream, approximately 30-40 days, than the mode
2 eddieswhich passthrough the SSF in approximately
15-20 days. However, both of the mode 2 eddies were
tracked into late spring when temperatures within the

1.4ø• SSF

0

24,773

had become isothermal

and when feature identifica-

tion becameincreasinglydifficult. Therefore it is likely
that

the date of last detection

underestimates

their

to-

tal lifespan when compared with other eddiesthat were
observedduring the fall and winter months.
This analysis is aliased due to the limitations of using the AVHRR sensorin this regionduring the warmer
summer months.

Satellite-derived

ocean color measure-

Figure 9. Translationspeedas a functionof down- ments would probably be helpful in monitoring these
streamposition(staffnumber)for (a) mode1: eddy1, eddies during summer months, as phytoplankton can
eddy2, eddy4, and eddy5, and (b) mode2: eddy3
andeddy6. Errorbarsaredrawnto denotea 10%error
in the translationspeedcalculations.The thickline denotesthe meaneddyareacalculatedfrom the ensemble

Lifetime
(days)
I

of eddies.

1 eddyspeedsrangefrom 5 km/d in the westernSSF to
16km/d in the easternSSF.Eddy 2 stoppedtranslating
by the time it reached the middle SSF due to the warmtongueformation over the west Florida Shelf. However,

stationarytime (days)

140 I120

100

its translation speed was steadily increasingas it entered the westernSSF. Mode 2 eddy speedsrangefrom

80

2 to 12km/d (Figure9b). By the time the Tortugaseddiesreachedthe middleSSF (definedby staff8), all the

60
40

eddieshad similar translation speeds.However, eddy 3

(Figure9b) hadsignificantly
slowerpropagation
speeds
in the western SSF compared with the mode 1 eddies.
This difference may be attributed to the difference in
size between eddy 3 and the mode 1 eddies. In the

20

1

2

3

4

5

6

Eddy

westernSSF, eddy 3 is as muchas 70% largerthan the
Figure 10. Lifetime (days) from detectionnear the
othereddies(Figure7). However,it is likelythat these Dry Tortugas until last recognizablesurfacetetnperadifferences
in translationspeedsare not statisticallysig- ture signaturenearCay Sal Bank (solidbars)compared
nificant. The differencesbetween the translation speed
of eddy 3 in the western SSF and those calculated for

with the time that each eddy remained stationary near

the Dry Tortugas(shadedbars).
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Figure 11. Currentvelocitiesat 25m, 50m and 100mdepthbinsrecordedby an upwardlooking
300-kHzADCP mooredat 150mnear LooeReef (seeFigure2). The velocityrecordshavebeen
40-hour low-passfiltered to removethe high-frequencyvariability associatedwith tides. Current
vectorshavebeenrotated to align with the localisobathsso that vectorspointingtoward the top
indicate eastwardflow. Shadedbars highlight the period when eddy i and eddy 2 passedover
the mooring line.

serve as tracers of the circulation

in the Gulf of Mexico

[Muller-Kargeret al., 1991]. However,there wereno

ward to westwardvelocitiesthroughoutthe water column.

The westward flow event that occurred in late

ocean color satellitesoperating during the period cov- January1994wascausedby the passage
of a Tortugas
ered by this study. In situ observations were used to eddythat propagatedthroughthe SSFpriorto the pascorroborate results inferred from the satellite data and
sageof eddy 1. This Tortugaseddy waspresentin the
to fill in the data gapsduring summermonths. Veloc- frontal maps on January 20, near the easternboundity measurementsfrom a moored ADCP located at the

ary of the SSF (Figure4a). Therewere12 suchevents

150-m isobath near Looe Reef overlapthe SST observa- duringthe 17-monthrecordor an averageof about 10

tionsfrom July 1993throughDecember1994(Figure2 eventsper year, althoughall of theseTortugaseddies
and Figure 11). Currentvectorswererotated to align couldnot be trackedusingAVHRR observations
due to
with the isobathsand filtered with a 40-hour low-pass the isothermalnatureof SST duringsummermonths.
filter to removetidal signals.The passageof a Tortugas This velocityrecordwasdividedinto winter(October
eddy is markedby significantcurrentreversalsthrough- - May)andsummer(June- September)
timeseriesto
out the water column that can last from i to 4 weeks.
correspondwith the usableand unusableportions of
Westwardflow reached50 cm/s for severalof the eddy the satelliteobservations.
Variance-conserving
spectra
eventsin the record. Shadedboxes(Figure 11) high- were computedfor the two time seriesand compared
light the period when eddies i and 2 passedover the (Figure12). The spectraaresimilar,with the highest
instrument. The passageof the eddiesis suggestedby variabilitycenteredaround40 days.This suggests
that
the significantvelocity reversalsfrom dominantly east- conclusions derived from the wintertime SST fields are
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takes 60-90 daysfor the anticyclonicring-sheddingprocessto complete,during which time a Tortugas eddy is
present near the Dry Tortugas, and assumingit takes
another 65 days for a new LCFE to propagate into position to interact with the Tortugas eddy, then the total
stationary time of the original Tortugas eddy would be
approximately 125-145 days. This is within the range
of mode 2 eddy lifetimes. The lifetime of mode i eddies

Winter

2000

OF FLORIDA

;

1500

(Figure10) isslightlyshorterthanthe 65-dayperiodassociatedwith the evolution of the LCFEs as reported by

Maul et al. [1978]. Mode i eddiesweremore common

1000

during this study period. On the basisof the residence
times estimated for mode i eddies,ranging from 50-65

days(Figure10), wecouldexpectsix to sevenTortugas

500

"

ß

ii i i i i i
1000

i

I ......
1O0

eddiesin the SSF per year. This is slightly lessthan the

10 eddy per year estimatefrom the ADCP data (Figure 11); however,it is difficulito isolatereversalsin the
10

1

Period (days)

velocity recordsthat are causedpurely by the passageof
Tortugas eddiesfrom the effectsof relatively high fre-

quency,submesoscale
eddies[Shay, 1997; Graber and

Figure 12. Variance-conserving
spectracomputed Limouzy-Paris,1997].
from the alongshore
velocitiesat 30 rn as measuredby
An apparent inconsistencyexists between the numthe ADCP in Figure11. The velocityrecordhasbeen
ber
of eddieswe describehere and the number predicted
dividedintowinter(October-May)andsummer(June
by
the
velocity time seriesmeasuredby the ADCP and
-September)
timeseries,
chosen
to correspond
withthe
usableand unusableportionsof the satellite data.

inferred

from the residence times of the eddies observed

in this and previousstudies. We have argued basedon
reversals in the velocity record that 12 eddies propagated through the $SF in a period of 17 months. This
applicableto the entireyearand that thereis no obvi- suggeststhat 17 Tortugas eddies should have propaousseasonality
in the eddysignals.The 40-day spectral gated through the SSF during the 24 monthsof winter
peakappearsto resultfromthe passage
of the Tortugas AVHRR observations. Similarly, independent estimates

eddies.An averageof 10 Tortugaseddiesper yeargives based on our AVHRR data and results from previous
a fluctuation timescaleof about 36 daysand is the dom-

studiespredict that betweensix and sevenTortugased-

inantmodeof currentvariabilityat thesite(Figure11). diespassthroughthe SSF in a givenyear. This implies
This is consistentwith the 30-to 70-day periods previ-

that we should have observed approximately 13 mode

ouslyreportedfor the dominantcurrentvariabilityin
the SSF [Leeet al., 1992,1995].

i eddies or nine eddies if one third

of those observed

were mode

of eddies that

2 eddies.

The

number

we

have actually describedhere is significantly less than
the numberspredictedabove. However,up to three ad5. Discussion
ditional eddies were identified in the SST fields prior
The lifetimeof a Tortugaseddymaybe controlledby to the appearance of eddy i in January 1994 and two
severalgeographic
andoceanographic
factors.However, eddieswere identified prior to the appearanceof eddy
the most important factor appearsto be the eddy'srela- 3 in January 1995. These eddies were not described
tionshipwith the LC and its anticyclonicring-shedding in detail here becausethe quality of the data between
cycle. For instance, it appears from the SST obser- October and January was not consistentlyclear enough
vationsthat Tortugas eddiesrequire the impact of an in order to detail their evolution. However,taking into
LCFE to initiate their movement into the SSF. Each
accountthese additional eddies,the total number of ededdy was forced into the SSF by an LCFE of compa- diesthat we identified during the 24 monthsis 11. This
rable size which quickly replacedthe displacedTortu- number is consistent with the 9-13 eddies inferred from
gas eddy. In the absenceof an LCFE, all six Tortu- the AVHRR results. However,this number is still siggaseddiesremainedstationarynear the Dry Tortugas. nificantly smaller than the 17 eddies predicted by the
Mode 2 circulation patterns were characterizedby the ADCP velocity record. The passageof Tortugas eddiversionof an approachingLCFE into the anticyclonic dies was identified in the velocity record by significant
ring-shedding
process.Maul et al. [1978]reporteda reversalsfrom dominantly eastward to westward veloc65-day period associatedwith LC perturbations,while ities throughout the water column. However, current
Vukovichand Maul [1985]reporteda 60-to 90-daytime fluctuationsmay also be causedby the passageof subperiod from the generation of a detectable LCFE to mesoscalefrontal instabilities having diametersof 10 identifiable anticyclonic ring separation. Assuming it 20 km which propagatethrough the $SF in timescales
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of days to weeks. These eddies would tend to cause
smaller magnitude reversals that are confined to the

upper 50 - 80 rn in the water column [Shay, 1997].
It is possible that we have overestimated the number
of eddiesthat propagated through the SSF during the
17-month deploymentby including reversalsforced by
smaller

frontal

I

I

I

I

29N-

-

4/26/94

end
•3/29

(•28N4/19•7 -

-.•

eddies.

Some puzzling questions remain. Foremost, what
would cause a cyclonic LCFE to contribute to an anticyclonic ring-shedding event, rather than translating
downstreaminto the SSF? LC anticyclonicring shedding has been characterizedby Hurlburr and Thompson

ß•

27N-

a

separation
appear[Hurlburrand Thompson,
1982;Molinari, 1977]. Vukovichand Maul [1985]speculatethat
the cold featuresintensify through instability processes,
thereby leadingto the formation of an anticyclonethat
has closedcirculation below the surface. They propose
then move westward
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[Hurlbuttand Thompson,1982].Modelresultsand obin subsurfacelayers before surface signaturesof a ring
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bendingof the LC, whereby the LC reachesan unstable configuration. Model results suggestthat small cyclonic frontal eddies spin up through barotropic instability processes
during the final stagesof ring separation
servations have also shown evidence of closed circulation

-
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2/15 start
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[1982]asa cycleof northwardpenetrationandwestward

that the cold features
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zone betweenthe ring and the LC to the south.
There is evidence both in model experiments and
observations that LCFEs are continuously formed due
to baroclinic instabilities near the steep topography

30N

the Campeche
Bank [Hurlbutt,1986].The modeleded-

'• 27N-

ported perturbations along the boundary of the northward flowing limb of the LC which grow from 20 to 90
km by the time they reach the northern boundary of
the LC. The data from this study show that cyclonic
LCFEs are found not only preceding a ring-shedding
event but also during the entire extensionprocess.
Figure 13 illustrates the changingorientation of the
LC during the periods January 1994 through April
1994, January 1995 through June 1995, and November
1995 through May 1996. The dots indicate the northernmost position of the LC axis, as determined from
the SST fields at various times during each clear image sequence.During the period January 1994 through
April 1994, the northern LC boundary grew into the
northern Gulf of Mexico and showedsignsof westward

bending(Figure 13a). During this time, eddies1 and

I

I

I

-

-• 28N-

observedby other investigators. Vukovich[1988a]re-

I

29N-

of the Campeche Bank. Two-layer models generate
LCFEs downstream of the Yucatan Channel, east of
dies have comparable sizes and speedsto the LCFEs

I

2/•/17/96
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start•
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26N-
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Figure 13. Northernmostposition of the LC axis as

determinedfrom the SST fieldsduring(a) January20,
1994, through April 26, 1994, the period spanningthe

evolutionof eddy i and eddy 2, (b) January24, 1995,
through June 20, 1995, the period spanning the evo-

lution of eddy 3, and (c) November22, 1995through
May 27, 1996, the period spanningthe evolution of eddies4, 5, and 6. Squaresindicate the beginningand end
of a sequence,and arrows indicate the direction of LC
boundary movement between realizations. The time of
eachanticyclonicring sheddingis indicated by a jagged
line between two points.

2 propagatedinto the SSF. Recall that during April
1994, a warm tongue of LC water extended over the
west Florida Shelf, hinderingthe coherentpropagation the southeastthat an anticyclonic ring separatedfrom
of eddy 2. During the period January 1995 through the LC as indicated by the jagged line. Eddy 3 waspoJune 1995, the LC boundary gradually extendednorth- sitionednear the Dry Tortugas throughout this entire
ward and westward, followed by an immediate retreat to sequence.The LCFE upstream of eddy 3 reachedthe
the southeast(Figure13b). It wasduringthisretreatto southwardflowinglimb of the LC during the northwest-
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sources
in the Caribbeanand reward extensionperiod and began to propagatewest- SSFfromupstream
wardacrossthe LC. Duringthe periodNovember1995 cruitedinto the FloridaKeysusingthe Tortugaseddies

for transportout of the FC [Leeet al.,
through
May1996,theLC boundary
shifted
northwardasa mechanism
1992].
This
may
alsobea mechanism
forentrainment
and thenbentwestward
(Figure13c). This westward
into the FloridaKeyswaters.
shiftwasimmediatelyfollowedby a largeeastwardshift, of red tide organisms

duringwhichtimean anticyclone
separated
fromthe

Surprisingly,
previous
studies
foundnoevidence
that

LCFEs enteredthe SSF. However,our resultsindicate
that
LCFEs becomeTortugaseddiesin six separate
ingthestages
preceding
thelargewestward
bending
of
the LC while eddy6 remainedstationarynear the Dry cases.In all cases,the departingTortugaseddy was
reTortugas
throughout
thewestward
bending
period.The quicklyreplacedby a LCFE which subsequently
subsequent
eastward
retreatof the LC coincided
with mainedstationary near the Dry Tortugas. It has been
theseparation
ofa smallanticyclonic
ringfromtheLC. proposedthat the longevityof stationaryTortugasedOur resultssuggest
that if the LC is in the unstable diesenablesa longeradvectionpathwayfor thoselarval
current. Eddies 4 and 5 were forced into the SSF dur-

that havelongerplanktonicstages[Lee,1998].
configuration
defined
byHurlbutt
andThompson
[1982], species
bentwestwardawayfromthe westFloridaShelf,andif
a LCFE ispresent
alongtheeastern
edgeoftheLC, then
that LCFE may be absorbedinto the ring-shedding
process.Fromthe SST observations,
it appearsthat
the LCFE is locally strengthened,perhapsdue to the
instabilitymechanism
proposed
by Vukovich
andMaul

[1985].In bothof thecases
presented
here,theanticyclonethat separated
fromthe LC wasrelativelysmall,
suggesting
that thepositionof theLCFE whenthecur-

These resultssuggestthat the stationary period of a
Tortugaseddymayvarywidely,with mode2 eddiesremainingstationaryfor twice the amountof time that
mode 1 eddies do. The mode 1 scenario was most com-

mon in these observations.This is to be expected in a

largersampleif the evolutionarypatternsof Tortugas
eddiesare truly determinedby the separationperiod
of anticyclonic
ringsby the LC. The periodassociated
with ringseparation
by the Gulf of MexicoLC mayvary
from6 to 25 months[Vukovich,
1988a;Sturges,1992],

rent assumes
an unstableconfiguration
may helpdictate
the sizeof the anticyclone.The separationof a small whereas the evolution of LCFEs has been associated
anticyclone
doesnot causethe total retreatof the LC with a 65-day periodin the spectrumof LC variability
to the south,therebypreservingthe stationaryTortu- [Maulet al., 1978].Thiswouldimplythat theresidence
gaseddy.In thecaseof Tortugas
eddy2, thethermal time of Tortugaseddiesnear the Dry Tortugasshould
contrast in SST was lost before we could tell what hap- approach65 daysa majorityof the time whileonly ocpenedto the warmtongueconfiguration
that formed casionallyexceeding125 days. This variabilityin resnear the Dry Tortugas.However,on the basisof the idencetimes could have profoundimplicationsfor the
positionof the LC and the ideaspresented
above,we successfulrecruitment of certain speciesinto the SSF.
mightexpecta largeanticyclone
to develop.Satellite On the basis of these results, the longestrecruitment
altimetryobservations
confirmthe formationof an an- pathwaywouldoccurwhena modei eddyis propagating throughthe SSF while a mode2 eddy is present
ticycloneon May 15, 1994.
Mesoscale
motionplaysa crucialrole in the recruit- near the Dry Tortugas. It is possible,however,that a
ment of a larval community,as the hatchedfishor lob- largersamplingof Tortugaseddiesmightdefineother
sterlarvaemaybe retainedin or advectedawayfromfa- patternsof eddy evolution.

vorablenurserygrounds
[Okubo,
1994].The lifespanof
a Tortugas
eddymaydictatewhichlarvalspecies
spend 6. Conclusions
their planktonicstagein the FloridaKeysregion.For
Observationscompiledfrom 3 yearsof AVHP•P•data
instance,
slipperlobster(Scyllarus)
andgrouper(Serin the Straits of Florida and Gulf of Mexico were used
ranidae)andsnapper
larvae(Lutjanidae)
haveplanktonicstages
that canlastat least1 month[Robertson,to identifypatternsin eddy evolutionand relate them
1968;Leis,1987].Tortugaseddieshavebeenobserved to the anticyclonicring-sheddingcycleby the Gulf of
in the middleSSF,stalledoverthe PourtalesTerracefor

Mexico LC and to the evolutionof LCFEs propagating

demonup to I month,andit hasbeenproposed
that theseed- alongthe LC boundary. Theseobservations
strate
a
strong
relationship
between
the
generation
of
diesmayprovidea localrecruitmentpathwayfor these
anticyclonic
rings
from
the
Gulf
of
Mexico
LC
and
the
species
[Leeet al., 1992].Modelstudies
suggest
that in
the presence
of a cycloniceddyshoreward
of a strong evolutionof Tortugaseddieswithin the SSF. Two comboundarycurrent,windsblowingagainstthe current mon patternsin eddy evolutionemergedfrom the observationsof six separateTortugaseddies:A Tortugas
X ie, 1992].Thissituationmayproduce
enhanced
sur- eddyis approachedfrom upstreamby a LCFE of com-

induce unbalancedsurfacestresspatterns [Roothand

faceconvergence
in theregionbetween
theFC axisand parablesizeandforcedintothe SSFby its impactor the
LCFE is ina Tortugas
eddy,therebyproviding
a meansforsurface southwardpropagationof an approaching

ring
wateradvectedby the FC to be entrainedintonearshore terruptedby the separationof a smallanticyclonic
from
the
LC.
In
the
second
mode,
stationary
Tortugas
recirculations. Specieshaving planktonic stagestoo
longfor localrecruitment
may be advected
into the eddiesmust await impact by subsequentLCFEs before
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